
A unique tool for officers, nozzles and roof men. The chisel end is used as a prying tool
for cuttle hatches and roof doors. Features all-purpose head, aircraft steel shaft,
Celtex grip, 2 welded rings and heavy-duty carrying sling. 36" long.

The Roof and Griff Hook were developed with the cooperation of the New York City
Fire Department’s research and development division. Our all-purpose head, aircraft
steel shaft, chisel end and Celtex grips make up the unit. The chisel end is used as a
prying tool for scuttle hatches and roof doors. The short lengths are for going up fire
escapes and scuttles to the roof. Accept only aircraft steel for a lightweight but strong
tool. Ship. wt. 7 lbs.

Mounting Brackets

A. Quic-Bar ® Forcible Entry Tool

M742 Super Quic-Bar®, 30" $329.95
BD082 3-Piece Quic-Bar®, 24" $175.95

It's the best tool for speedy emergency entry and quick ventilation. The one-piece
forged construction gives you maximum strength and power when you need it.
Forged from high-strength alloy steel providing high-tensile strength, hardness and
resilience. The tapered pike is ideal for forcing padlocks or driving into material to
facilitate prying. Greater width and curvature on the wedge and draw ends provide
powerful leverage for prying operations. Pry and wedge ends are narrower than other
tools on the market for faster, easier penetration. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.  

AR173 Ring for Chisel End $16.95

E. Griff Hook

AR174 Griff Hook $95.95

C. 30" Pro Bar

Specify finish: Black or Silver
Z150 30" Pro-Bar $228.95

M743 Mounting Bracket for 30" or Larger Tools $44.95
AJ458 Mounting Bracket for 12" to 20" Tools $46.95

A Halligan-type forcible entry tool. One-piece construction of aircraft alloy steel, drop
forged. The fork, adz and point are designed with the correct lengths, widths and
tapers to enable easy penetration and maximum leverage. Length: 30". 
Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

Specify Color: Orange or Black

Exceeds the capabilities of similar tools with a federally approved hammerhead
design. Made of lightweight, heat-treated aircraft stainless steel. The 11/4" steel tube
design will bend but not snap if excessive force is put on it. Full lifetime guarantee. 
Ship. wt. 3 lbs. 

AR330 Entry Tool Kit, 30" $192.95
AR331 Entry Tool Kit, 36" $199.95
AR332 Entry Tool Kit, 42" $213.95

Gas shut-off Built-in “A” type lock cylinder puller

B. Zak Entry Tool

D. New York Roof Hook 
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Also
available
in black

Length/Cat# 3'/AR167 4'/AR168 5'/AR169 6'/AR170 8'/AR171 10'/AR172
Roof  Hook $86.95 $96.95 $106.95 $116.95 $136.95 $154.95
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